SLIPPING INTO TRIAGE?
Medicare, the system of provincially and federally funded public health insurance in Canada, is at a crossroads (3) . Since passage of the Canada Health Actin 1983, the federal government has steadily reduced its contributions to the funding of health ·care.·Keith Banting, a social policy expert, has said that this erosion of federal funding may amount to a repeal of the Canada health act by stealth (4) . While debate is intensifying about the need to maintain the Canadian health care system as it is, or to' modify it profoundly --'-a debate exemplified in the recent meeting of the Maintenance of universal access to the best available is hardly possible when the range of the best available is continually expanding; when what purports to be the best available is 'inadequately evaluated; when thecosts of universal access consume increasing proportions of available resources; and when regional and national deficits and the accumulated national debt continue to mount. c Most people are coming to understand, perhaps even to accept, that health care policy must now shift' from utopianism to realism; from an ethos of ever-expanding opportunities to an ethics of responsible and humane restraint. This means that new ways Q,f caring for the sick and the dying have to be found: ways that minimize costlydependence upon medical and health care technology and that simultaneously humanize the use of that technology by directing it to human goals and making it respond' to human'aspirations (2) .
Notwithstanding the discovery and devising of less costly but still effective ways, of caring for the sick and the" dying, the shift to an ethos of realism and its ethics of restraint will call for hard choices and for sacrifices. However, what these choices tum out to be, how they are planned, timed, and executed, arid who ends up suffering most will demonstrate whether or not we are prepared, in our economic anxiety, thoughtlessly to sacrifice "humanity to efficiency, solvency, and profit. W e were all warned over a decade ago that the problem of severely constrained resources would compel society "to come to gI:!PS willi life and death issues in a manner to which it is not accustomed" (1) . We are pressed now more than we have ever been over the last twenty years to come to grips with these issues. The specific danger we face at the end of this century is one of human and moral insolvency. It is the danger, under great economic stress, of forgetting "that an economy is for a society, not vice-versa; of forgetting that ahealth care system exists for the sick and the dying, exists for all of us at our moments of greatest vulnerability, and not the other way around. The danger is that in our panicked concern about the bottom line we shall forget the most basic of our social and moral principles.
WHAT SACRIFICES CAN WE TOLERATE?
Ideal access to medical and health care would mean that people could obtain whatever they need, whenever they could benefit, wherever they are. Universal access to ideal medical, hospital, and health care is utopian. There is no place on this planer'where universal access to such care ever has been, is now, or ever will be possible.
A somewhat less utopian prospect seemed for a time to be realizable in some countries in the western world around the middle of this century. Before the end of World War IT, Winston Churchill proclaimed that disease must be attacked in.. the poorest and the richest in the same way that a fire brigade will devote no less complete assistance to a humble cottage than it would to a mansion. The ideal behind the National Health Servicẽ .to ensure that everyone would have equal opportunity to benefit from the best and most upto-date medical and allied services available.
That admirable ideal, as we have come to realize ever more acutely and painfully over the last decades, rested upon two illusions: an illusion of unending abundance and an illusion of stable governmental.economic competence and wisdom.
• Canadian, Medical Association in Winnipeg, , Manitoba (5,6) -financial cuts are provoking a restructuring of health care delivery across Canada. Reductions in the numbers of hospital beds for acute care, closure of hospitals, and proposals to limit public health care insurance coverage to basic or core services (as yet uridefined and unspecified) are elements in this restructuring. Palliative care involves a tension between two kinds of excellence: the excellence expressed in the effective release of the sick and the dying from crushing pain and distressful symptoms that threaten to drive a person from control to chaos; and the excellence expressed in the ability to read and respond to the messages and quests between the unwritten lines of a sick person's biography, the place where unique and personal suffering is so often found. Palliative care requires that doctors, nurses, and others who give care focus their scientific and clinical attention on the full particu-, larity of dying people, on their unique and o~en incomparable kinds of' pain, discomfort, distress, insomnia, fatigue, anxiety, joys, sorrows, and other component experiences of a genuinely human-and seriously threatened life; Palliative care demands an infusion of time and personal presence' to give to the dying one or two, or who knows how many, of those moments when "there is no death and time does not unreel like a skein of yarn thrown into an abyss" (7) .
If palliative care is all this, is.it then just too much for ourshrinking budgets and our tottering systems of care? Will palliativecare for all forever remain an altogether too costly utopian ideal?
The danger in economically .tough times is that we may easily slip into a triage mentality , and adopt for everyday life the principles of exception that are tolerable only in extreme emergencysituations. In such situations, where resources are just not immediately athand to treat all who are sick or injured, treatment begins with those who are most-severely ill or injured but who are salvageable, then moves·on tothose who are in lesser danger of dying, and final\Y is given last of all to those who cannot be saved, to the dying. Those who believe that palliative care should be one of the first of the services to be cut when health care and hospital budgets are drastically slashed should stop and reflect upon the consequences of extending to everyday life these principles . of exception. Charles Fried has warned: "It is when einergencies become usual that we are threatened with moral disintegration, dehumanization" (8) .
HUMANITY IS A PLA,CE
Towards the end of the 1980s, Joshua Lederberg, while speaking of HIV infection'and AIDS, warned that we will face catastrophes again if we do not come to grips with the reality of the place of our species, humanity, in nature, the place we share on this planet with bacteria and viruses (9) . The place of humanity? Well, humanity is also a place. Humanity is the place where those who limp through time far out in the penumbra and on the margins of respectability, status, privilege, and power are brougltt into the light of honor and dignity. Humanity is also the place where those who are broken by their losses, their disease, their pain, and' their impending death do not have to die alone without release and without peace. Humanity is the place where doctors, nurses, and other allied professionals cat} take the time to breathe gently on the flaking grey ash of a dying person's crushed spirit and awaken therein a flame, a flickering flame perhaps, of courage. We shall face a catastrophe of a kind quite different from that cited by Lederberg if we fail . to ensure that the place of humanity is where those threatened with deep loss may find dedicated, scientifically competent, sensitive, and civilized care. The pressing moral and social question we face at the end of this decade and of this ,century is whether humanity is too costly a place to keep open. The answer to this question remains to be constructed; the care of the dying is one of the foundation stones on which it will be built.
